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Abstract
Recommender systems play a crucial role in e-commerce platforms, reducing the information overload
problem by providing and prioritizing relevant information based on a user’s implicit and explicit
preferences. Large e-commerce platforms often rely on a multitude of machine learning models at the
same time to optimize the many aspects of the site that can be improved. Occasionally there are duplicate
recommender systems that solve a similar or even the same recommendation task, a situation often
caused by evolving business objectives, use-case constraints or even just a lack of synchronicity between
teams of a large organization.

In this work we demonstrate a centralized Recommendation Platform at Booking.com - one of
the world’s leading online travel platforms. The system is created to reduce the duplication of work,
provide utilities for authors of new recommendation models, increase impact by accelerating adoption of
better solutions to common recommendation problems, and serve as a single, trusted point of access for
recommendations across the website. It allows us to democratize the usage of recommendations across
the company and ease the development of new sophisticated models. This, in turn, allows standardization
of recommendations tasks and increases the adoption of recommendation systems by various product
teams, to bring a personalized experience to each of our customers.
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1. Introduction

Online travel platforms offer a vast variety of products that serve different needs of travelers.
Such platforms often rely on recommender systems to assist various customer decisions, seeking
to help narrow down diverse offerings by suggesting well-fit options in a personalized manner
[1]. Such platforms often rely on a cascade of different recommender systems [2] resolving
various personalization tasks across the customer journey [3].

Planning a trip is a particularly complex task requiring important and often expensive
decisions by the customers, within limited time and information. Availability, information gaps,
budget, timing, preferences and even weather constraints introduce non-negligible complexity
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[4]. While some travelers have an exact plan in mind, others have some degree of open-
mindedness. Customers are likely to benefit from travel recommendations differently in different
contexts. Because customers are not used to expressing their travel intent explicitly when
interacting with online travel platforms, recommender systems need to be able to interpret a
full spectrum using implicit cues as inputs, including cues set by user context. Therefore, the
work on recommendation tasks often involves multiple teams in the same company, developing
complementary and even parallel models to resolves various recommendations tasks. This
causes a need in a centralized platform for recommendations to allow fast development of
recommender systems on the one hand, and democratize their usage across multiple product
teams on the other hand.

In this work we present the Recommendation Platform at Booking.com, serving various
recommendation tasks within a single system. We demonstrate the system through the use-case
of destinations recommendations [5] which requires a complex consideration of available context
data [6], customer needs and recommendation purpose. Recommending travel destinations
presents unique challenges including, but not limited to, continuous cold-start [7], seasonality,
timing of recommendation and delayed feedback [8]. These challenges necessitate employing
sophisticated modeling approaches, such as sequential learning [9], combining different feature
types within the model [10], and introducing online adaptive algorithms. We present the system
design and the work flow of our centralized Recommendation Platform and explain its benefits
in the multi-contextual use cases of destination recommendations at Booking.com.

2. System Overview

2.1. Centralized Platform

Similarly to other data-driven centralized platforms at Booking.com, such as the experimentation
[11] and the machine learning [2] platforms, our goal is to simplify both the development and
the consuming process of new and existing recommender systems in the company. The platform
allows to quickly integrate new models and provide the needed input features, while at the same
time provides a simple API to customer facing systems, that consume these recommendations.

The Recommendation platform is a central ML-driven system for enabling a personalized
customer experience from one source, recommending destinations, properties, attractions
and other trip products to another. The system is able to serve the customer on all possible
connection points such as web, mobile or direct marketing. This ensures consistent and relevant
recommendations across products and customer journey moments. Those recommendations
are expected to be relevant, engaging and insightful based on the customer segment preferences,
search and reservations history and the customer stage in the booking funnel. In addition, the
platform provides a set of tools and services for reducing the friction of recommendation models
development and enriching models with relevant features. Models are monitored, continuously
optimized, and compared with one another for maximizing business impact. Recommendations
and enrichment features are centrally accessible to consume at scale.



2.2. Architecture

A standard flow of the system (Figure 1) will start with the customer accessing a relevant page
(whether it is on a web platform or a mobile device) designed to display recommendations. At
this point an HTTP request will be sent to the Recommendation Platform via our GraphQL layer
or alternatively via REST API which acts as the main Gateway. The request will include context
about the intent and recommendation type, user, platform, tracking, geo data etc. From there
a central module in the system will manage the significant decision making for what type of
recommendations should be retrieved and then for gathering the information and making it
accessible back to the customer. First the system fills in some additional information about
the user (User Profile Enrichment, complying with applicable privacy laws and regulations
when collecting and using this information). Once the user information is available, the system
chooses a model which "best" fits the current use-case. The term "best" here is relative to each
use-case and is dependent on required performance, latency and what available information
exists at inference time. In most cases, the further down the funnel a customer is, the more
information we have at our disposal to feed into the model chosen. Our platform accesses the
relevant model with the required payload and returns the top N destinations (these are chosen
based on a matching score the model gives each item and customer).

The system is integrated with the relevant supply, ML serving [2], experimentation [11],
pricing, and content services. After getting the list we enrich the needed content about the
destination (Destination Info Enrichment), such as: pricing/visual image/translated content/etc,
and eliminate options we find as less relevant according to some business rules. Once we have
the final list and the content associated with it the system sends this content back in an API
response to the user in order for them to take care of rendering the results for the client.
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Figure 1: Schematic Diagram of Recommendation Platform flow and components



3. Destination recommendations Use-Case

Destination recommendations are one of the key use-cases for the recommendation platform
[5]. We consider a set of recommender systems distributed across our website, each of which
is tailored to specific stages of the traveller’s booking journey. They can be described by a
funnel-like structure as follows:

• Inspirational: The goal of these recommendations is to trigger inspirational recommen-
dations to travelers who have expressed no intent at all, such as via email campaigns to
customers who signed up in the past.

• Cold Start: Travelers visiting our platform without showing intent on where to travel.
These recommendations are displayed in the index page of our web pages and mobile
apps.

• Alternative: For travelers browsing a specific destination, our platform can offer alterna-
tive options. There are several flavours such as Nearby Destinations aiming at expanding
the availability of the current choice and Similar Destinations aiming to offer an alternative
plan with a similar experience.

• Complementary: After completing a reservation in a specific destination, our system
recommends the next destination to visit in order to extend the trip.

The recommendations are powered by more than 50 machine learning models, sometimes
simultaneously. The algorithms used to power the use case, could differ according to the task:
The variety of solutions ranges from simple lookup-table models context-aware recommenders,
sequential models [9, 10, 12] and online exploration algorithms.

4. Playground

The platform provides an interactive playground (see Figure 2) for teams within Booking.com to
experience and get a "feel" for the different models the system has to offer, based on their chosen
inputs. This playground can be used by all types of recommendation consumers (machine
learning scientists, developers and even product managers trying to understand the algorithm).
In a case of destination recommendations, a practitioner can quickly test various models and
feature inputs, to perform a "sanity check" and test the model fitness for the selected use-case.

5. Model Evaluator

While the playground functionality allows a quick sanity check of models, and make the model
selection process accessible for non-technical practitioners, it may bias the selection process
towards cherry-picked and un-generalized results. Therefore, as a part of the model comparison
suite, the recommendation platform provides a model evaluation tool. This component allows
to compare the empirical performance (such as Accuracy @ TopK) of several models, given
the same set of features and selected input traffic. Such comparison allows to quickly generate
candidates for online experimentation, while at the same time performs a seasonal monitoring
of existing deployed solutions.



Figure 2: A screenshot of the Recommendation Platform playground

Figure 3 demonstrates an example comparison of three destination recommendations models
in an "Alternative destination" scenario. The charts plots the Accuracy @ Top 10 performance
of a personalized model, compared to simple "Nearby" and "Domestic" recommends. It is worth
mentioning that all three models are already deployed in several pages across the website. We
observe that the personalized model is losing its predictability during COVID-19 period and
recovering back to the leading position afterwards. At the same time, the two "basic models"
demonstrate a relatively consistent performance. Moreover, the two models are providing
practically the same recommendations, suggesting a valid consideration to decommission one
of them and reduce redundancy.
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Figure 3: Demonstration of three destination recommendations models performance during COVID-19

6. Discussion

Our paper demonstrates the main architecture used in Booking.com for destinations recom-
mendations. In addition, we show how this system is displayed in a playground allowing others
in the company to investigate their models and better understand the results and enhanced
information received from the platform. The system can be used during and after the model is
built for testing and building future models. The main benefit of our platform is the comparison
and flexibility it provides scientists in the company to test their model throughout the website
and user journey. Unlike most models which need specific work for each entry point in the
website, we enhance the features needed for the model based on the context of the user entered
(number of rooms for example) and the searched destination.
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